Dr. Michael Weiner currently serves as MAXIMUS’ Chief Medical Officer (CMO), where he supports improved Health and Human Services globally. He is a board certified Internal Medicine physician who also brings more than 25 years of experience in the clinical and technology fields. As the MAXIMUS CMO, Dr. Weiner helps drive the overall strategic direction, growth and oversight of a global clinical health services program, and all clinicians within MAXIMUS. This includes overseeing solution development and delivery of prevention, wellness, health assessments, chronic disease, aging support and case management.

Prior to joining MAXIMUS, Dr. Weiner was the Chief Medical Information Officer and Global Healthcare Lead for IBM, where he supported the development of innovative healthcare solutions and services while identifying new business areas and opportunities to continuously increase the delivery of quality healthcare across the globe.

Prior to joining IBM, Dr. Weiner was Chief Medical Information Officer and Director of Clinical Informatics for the Department of Defense and Veteran Affairs Interagency Program Office where he was responsible for creating a unified Interagency Electronic Health Record (EHR) for over 125,000 providers and 18 million beneficiaries worldwide.

Dr. Weiner is a graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy and attended medical school at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. He holds a Master’s degree in Management and a Master’s degree in Information Systems Technology from the George Washington University. He is an adjunct professor of Health Information Technology at the George Washington University and is one of only a few physicians ever to have been certified as a Chief Information Officer by the U.S. General Services Administration. He is an active member of the American College of Physicians, the American Osteopathic Association, and is a former NASA Space Shuttle takeoff/landing physician.

Dr. Weiner has served on the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine Alumni Board, the board of the American Medical Informatics Association as well as the Health and Human Services Office of the National Coordinator, Health Information IT Policy Committee. He has received numerous awards from the President of the United States for his service in the Navy, including two Meritorious Service Medals, and two Air Medals.
DR. RICHARD F. SOUTHBY POLICE SCIENCE PRIZE

Recipient: Christopher Maclauchlan, Police and Security Studies

Dr. Richard F. Southby was a faculty member at the George Washington University from 1979 to 2006, having served as department chair, associate dean, interim dean of the former School of Public Health and Health Services, distinguished professor of global health, and executive dean in the Office of the Provost and Vice President for Health Affairs. He was granted emeritus status by the Board of Trustees in 2006. Dr. Southby was the founding director of the Police Science Program in the College of Professional Studies.

The Dr. Richard F. Southby Police Science Prize is presented to an exceptional graduating student from the Bachelor of Professional Studies in Police and Security Studies program. The prize was established by Dr. Southby’s wife, Dr. Janet R. Southby, Colonel, U.S. Army, Ret.

FOUNDING DEAN ARTERTON AWARD

Recipient: David Gargaro, Political Management

The Founding Dean Arterton Award is given to the graduating student who epitomizes professional distinction and ethical conduct in political management. F. Christopher Arterton, who served as dean of the Graduate School of Political Management from its founding in 1987 to 2010, established this award to celebrate the core ideals valued by a school of professional politics.

Before joining the GSPM, Professor Arterton taught political science at Yale, MIT, and Wellesley, achieving national recognition as a scholar of American politics and as a professional pollster. As the founding dean of the GSPM, Arterton advanced his vision that, beyond teaching abstract theory, institutions of higher education have an affirmative obligation to prepare their students for practical participation in democratic governance and electoral politics. In the process, Dean Arterton created the new academic discipline of political management. Having led the merger of the school into the George Washington University, Arterton subsequently expanded the school’s curriculum of political management to include programs in legislative affairs, strategic public relations, and the politics of governance. During the 23 years of Dean Arterton’s leadership, the GSPM emerged as the foremost academic institution of applied democratic politics in the world.

MARK AND DEBBIE KENNEDY FRONTIERS OF FREEDOM AWARD

Recipient: Desiree Antoinette Dillehay, Strategic Public Relations

During his time leading the Graduate School of Political Management (GSPM) from 2013 to 2016, the Honorable Mark Kennedy encouraged students to devote themselves to expanding the reach of freedom around the globe with the goal of making democracy work more effectively. The Mark and Debbie Kennedy Frontiers of Freedom Award recognizes the GSPM graduating student who best exhibits actions or preparations to promote or protect the expansion of political and economic freedom beyond the borders of the United States.

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS

Undergraduate Recipient: Dan Arthur Titus, Jr., Integrated Information, Science and Technology
Graduate Recipient: Josephine E. Sciortino, Publishing

The College of Professional Studies Distinguished Scholar Awards recognize the undergraduate and graduate students who best demonstrate the college’s core competencies of strategic thinking, communication, collaboration, leadership, and ethics.

COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARD

Recipient: Diane Norris Morgan, Paralegal Studies

This honor is awarded to the part-time faculty member in the College of Professional Studies who has provided extraordinary service to the students and the college. The award recognizes both enlightened teaching and meritorious efforts to advance the college and its programs.
The university confers degrees three times per year but only has one commencement ceremony. The following students are candidates for degrees in course by completing degree requirements in August 2018, January 2019, or May 2019. Those who will complete degree requirements and have their degree conferred in the 2019 summer semester are marked by an asterisk.

ASSOCIATE’S DEGREE | POLICE AND SECURITY STUDIES

Katharine Carolanne
Somerville

BACHELOR’S DEGREE | POLICE AND SECURITY STUDIES

Thomas Gerard Ashley, Jr.
Hamdy Atakora
Yama Azimi
Cody Michael Baker
Jason Beatty
Alexander Sebastian Berry
Syeda Sarah Javed Bukhari
Troy Cabral
Roberto Cacceda
Christopher Celestino
Ali Danial
Ramin Darya
Christian A. Galvan
Tracy Lynn Hooper Grubbs
Uzma Malik Ishaq
Reazan Medya Jaff
Bazal Kabir
Busra Kabir
Bishal Karki
Assia Khadri
Hira Amir Khan
Qulsum Khan
Tamara Kirchletner
James P. Laplante
Dana Adam Levine
Yasser Mahmoudi
Mariyam Malik
Mbi Nevelle Mbah Anchi
Lizbeth Morillo Rios*
Naveed Anjum Naveed
Lina Thi Nguyen
Ahmad Nawid Nida
Alvine Patience Etah Ntandu
George Dede Odom
Michael Kwabenya Oduro
Jonathan Paul Oliveira
Andrew Pham
Subedur Rahman
Jose Alberto Renteria Garza
Daniel Irvin Kin-soen Rogers
Abd Allah Saiyed
Veerapong Samatasrubit
Devin Laurence Smith
Kristique Lynn Storm
Christopher Tickel
Andy Turk
Victor Hugo Velasquez
Brian Bohyoun Yun
Syed Hamza Zaidi*

BACHELOR’S DEGREE | CYBERSECURITY

Jamal Aden*
Hassan Ahmad
Amy Rooh Alkhali
George Pascal Amemo
Chibueze Christopher Anakor
Robert Holmes Auchter, Jr.
Pierre Basseri Bamba
Riya Begum
Mark Antonio Calderon
Shaun Herman Costello
Andrew Javier Curtis
Ahmad Suhrab Daud
Lovepreet K. Deol
Gogo Dogbo
James Edward Dowies III
Glenn Alexander Duncan
Syed Sohrab Hossain
Paulettra James
Nelson Arley Jerez Rodriguez
Andres Roberto Jovel*
Gregory Brendon Knight
Firdavs Nazarov
Henry Plange Nyametei
Harold Brandon Olguin Mercado
Khanh Duy Pham
Asad Ali Rahu
Rizvan Rashik
Matthew G. Sandrof
Arpan Shrestha
Nahid Sidiqi
Rajbir Singh
Dan Arthur Titus, Jr.
Stefan Julian Wilkinson

BACHELOR’S DEGREE | INTEGRATED INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Jamal Aden*
Hassan Ahmad
Amy Rooh Alkhali
George Pascal Amemo
Chibueze Christopher Anakor
Robert Holmes Auchter, Jr.
Pierre Basseri Bamba
Riya Begum
Mark Antonio Calderon
Shaun Herman Costello
Andrew Javier Curtis
Ahmad Suhrab Daud
Lovepreet K. Deol
Gogo Dogbo
James Edward Dowies III
Glenn Alexander Duncan
Syed Sohrab Hossain
Paulettra James
Nelson Arley Jerez Rodriguez
Andres Roberto Jovel*
Gregory Brendon Knight
Firdavs Nazarov
Henry Plange Nyametei
Harold Brandon Olguin Mercado
Khanh Duy Pham
Asad Ali Rahu
Rizvan Rashik
Matthew G. Sandrof
Arpan Shrestha
Nahid Sidiqi
Rajbir Singh
Dan Arthur Titus, Jr.
Stefan Julian Wilkinson

BACHELOR’S DEGREE | POLICE SCIENCE / POLICE AND SECURITY STUDIES

Maurice Cavers
Patrick Chumbiray
Travis Conrad Cooper
Christopher Maclauchlan
Devan Antoine Martin
Randall Alex Martinez
Orlando Treadwell
David A. Webb

MASTER’S DEGREE | ADVOCACY IN THE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT

Jessica Mary Brown*

MASTER’S DEGREE | CYBERSECURITY STRATEGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Krishna Adharapurapu
Khalid Ahmed Abdulla
Mubarak Al Buainain
Meshaal Saad Alahmari
Frank T. Anthony
John Baek
Nicolette Daria Bazel
Brian Bieber
Jesse Ried Bieberich
Luis Carlos Bonilla
Renee Claudia Bovelle
Jonathan Elza Bullock
GRADUATES

MASTER’S DEGREE | CYBERSECURITY STRATEGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
(Continued)

Malibea Ivette Burguillo
Eric Burton
Eric Blanchard Byrne
John Cordero
David Brooks Cox
Yolande Fransman
Liliana Garcia
Brandon Mitchell Gibson
Enik Dioncio Giron Guerrero*
Tonya Lynn Gray
Ladan Hakimi
Mark Alan Harvey
Hushang S. Hashimi
Rick Elliot Henry
Steven Robert Hernandez
Gregory Raymond Hummer
Sergio Enrique Ibarra
Iddrisu Lampaku Ibrahim
Shamsuddin Karimi
David Charles Keila
Ayesha Khan
Mahmood Khan
Freddie Remona Lewis
Tomeeka LaShone Lilly
Alec Drew Longarzo
Christopher Lynn
Shannon Kerman Mader
Joel Maysonet Gonzalez
Kiona McSwain
Johnny Medina
Franklin Leroy Michal
Ryan Daniel Morell
Alberto Wenceslas Mounguengué*
Eric David Muesiel
James Francis Murphy
Wissam Joseph Nairn
Quincy Yllon Nolly
Paul Oleksiak
Sung Bae Park
Kelly Bates Petrey
Jessica Nell Rehberg*
Shaun Rodman*
Rashedul Hasan Romel
Milton Anthony Saiz
Amanda Paige Schnurr
Josh Jerold Sorbel
Lisa Kim Sparks
Joshua Sullivan
Craig Thomas, Jr.*
Walter Voight*
Laurel Wemhoff
Michael Wen
Whitney Anthony Whitfield
Robel Damtachew Worku*

MASTER’S DEGREE | LANDSCAPE DESIGN

Banan Yousef Bader
James Allen Boynton
Linda Ruth Carney
Luigi Byron G. Gwinn
Trisha Kristine Hook
Michelle B. Mrdeza
Matt William Radford
Steven James Temme

MASTER’S DEGREE | LAW FIRM MANAGEMENT

Jeanette Marie Alindogan
Maureen Jane Carini
Jeffery Mitchell Chiow
Christopher Nolan Echols
Paula Teresa Castel-Branco Da Silva Gomes-Freire
Rachel Faye Kirwin Hickey
Yvonne Nath
Rebekah Ruby Odom
Milicent Powers
Michael Pete Rodriguez
Craig Swain
Jill Ann Toporkiewicz
Amy Nicole Walkowiak

MASTER’S DEGREE | LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

Levar M. Armstrong
Devin Barrett
Harunah Barry
Gabriel Alejandro Bravo
Haley Brown
Patrick Britton Burnett
Laura Elizabeth Burdick Cannon
Kylie Lorraine Carpenter
Brice Cooper
Gabriel Umtalan Cruz
Abigail Paige Dennis*
Christine Poletti Downs
Daniel Joseph Ferry IV
Charles Tyler Fitzgerald
Harrison William Prescott Floyd IX
Shea Joseph Fordham
Benton Bufus Gammons
Edward Charles Garcia, Jr.
Johannes Jacob Geist
Kevin George
Jeffrey Joseph Guzik
Alan James Harrison
Christopher Lawrence Harvey*
Paul Michael Harvey*
Brianna Eleanor Hearn
Zoleiry Hernandez
Samantha Morgan Heyrich
Larry Andre Hill, Jr.
Andrea Hochleutner
Randall J. Hopkins
Naomi Faye Hunter*
Paul Andrew Johnson
Courtney Lynn Kiluk
Jason W. Maynard
Robert Douglas McDonough
Kelly McManus
John Thomas McMullen, Jr.*
Valerie Katherine Nauman
Jonathan Wayne-gei Ng
Catherine Elizabeth Nichols
Kaitlyn Mary Perkins
Lawrence A. Provost
Kristin Lee Richmond*
Raymond Rif
Benjamin David Riley
Lindsey Maxwell Robinson*
Merrilee Grace Rogers
Richard Jonathan Sands
James Quentin Schultz
Cheryl Lynn Shefchik
John T. Shelson
Mary Elizabeth Spencer
Samuel Caleb Spencer-Pittman
Heidi Miranda Steele
Tiana Monet Thomas
Curtis James Walter
Brittany Leigh Weightman
Thomas Morris Williams
Scott Edward Wohlford
Karl William Yurik
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MASTER’S DEGREE | PARALEGAL STUDIES

Kiyem Ade Ali
Christina G. Babcock
Brian Michael Ball
Jennifer Carbajal
Theresa Mae Carter
Gina Marie Ciprian
Paula Kenkristy Clark
Rodney Cornelius Cook, Jr.
DeNice Daniels
Jonathan F. Davids
Hange Ding
Megan Renee Donley
Kimberly Donnelly*
Allana Edwards
Taylor Lynn Heath
Christine Annette Jensen
Vanessa Joisil
Daniel Knoll
Rosalind Carol Liddell
Steven Lee Luhr*
Kelsey Marie Lund
Leslie Renee McGowan
Nona L. T. Nangalama
Abbie Marie Niehoff
Phoebe Ogunwobi
June Venita Peggs
Michael Stephen Przybyl
Adero Rice
Ashlee Latrice Riggins
Martha Denise Robins
Rosa Martha Rodriguez
Rachel Morgan Schmidt*
Jennifer Lynne Shafer
Patrick John Tool
Veronica Van Alphen
Latashia Shree Vauss
Adrian Peter Webster
Sarah Wessel*

MASTER’S DEGREE | POLITICAL COMMUNICATION AND GOVERNANCE

Maria Grazzia Acosta Laso
Maria del Pilar Alvarez Olaizola
Stefanie Armendariz
Javier Alexander Arroyo Ramos
Carlos Eduardo Davila Taco
Hodary Samuel Ferrer Mijangos
Dositeo Javier Rodriguez
Gerardo Ivan Lara Rendon
Jorge Ludena Figueroa
Juan Pablo Miron Thome
Maria Del Pilar Ortega Martinez
Gabriela Panchana Briones
Eduardo De Godoy Pereira
Horacio Ramirez Reyes Escobar, Sr.
Dositeo Javier Rodriguez
Liliana Marcelina Romero
Santiago Solines
Luisa Raquel Sotero Franceschini*
Maria Jose Torres*
Juan Heriberto Vasquez Castaneyra
Martin de Jesus Vasquez Villanueva*
Geovanny Antonio Vicente Romero

MASTER’S DEGREE | POLITICAL MANAGEMENT

Olga Beatriz Acosta*
Mohammed Hamza Ahmed
Heather A. Aliano
Joseph Michael Allicita
Herman Eli Ames
Aliona Artic
Ekoyo Atkins*
Komla Johnny Attivor
Lauren Antoinette Babb
Michael Brooks Bardin
Samuel Baugh
Elizabeth Anne Best-Bradford*
Jordan Scott Bise
Steven Jacob Blattner
Rianne Samora Bonner*
Lucinda Andrea Borque*
Joel Eugene Bousley
Adam Joseph Brown*
Marcy Michelle Brown*
Jennifer Lynn Brozovich
Kimberly Dawn Burris
Felix Dustin Camacho
Michael Patrick Casey*
Alexander Roger West Castagno
Leon Cisneros*
Michael Lisso Clark*
Domonique Deprise Clemons
Josue Clermont
Richard Franklin Conyers, Jr.
Chelsea Daley
Ray Diggs
Tyler James Dunn
Mary Frances Emerson
Natasha MacKenzie English*
Erin Fernandez
Joshua Frost
David Gargaro
Tyler Giles
Jake Glancy
Lara Godfrey*
Daniel R. Griffith
Alicia C. Gurrieri
Ike Hajinazarian
Larodrick Keshawn Harris
Ashley Hayes*
Margaret Helmus*
John Lark Herron
Lindsey Aline Holman
Emily Anne Hughes*
Sam Kumaio Iguchi*
Abriel Johnny-Rodriguez
Caroline Lindsay Jones
Dylan Nikolai Kama
Jonathan DeHays Kenney
Gillian Marie Kratzer
Caitlin Helen Krutsick*
Anthony Laudadio
Alexandria Dominique Leonard*
Brandon Yee Louey*
Kelsey Ann Lubatkin*
Lindsay Frances MacKinson
Margo Jean Madden
Robert J. Mainville III
Tara Shannon McCall*
Taylor Marie McCarty
Tyler Lynne McFadden*
Joseph McGee*
Megan Marion McGuinness
Paul Joseph Monella II
Seth Daniel Morrison
Benjamin Ryan Murray*
Jaime Napurano
Michael James Norris
Erika Marie Ose
Patrick Ottolino
Adam William Parkinson*
Meghan Marie Pearce
Lara Ellen Plecas*
Catherine Joan Proulx*
Micah Thomas Rate
MASTER’S DEGREE | POLITICAL MANAGEMENT (Continued)

Andrew Paul Redlawsk  
Victoria Kemp Reese  
Kyla Marie Reslock  
Brandon James Richards  
Yamilette Rivera*  
Elizabeth Ann Rockett  
Mark Stephen Rothenmeyer  
Brett Alexander Roude  
Gregorio Sebastian Rubio  
Ryan Connor Schiff  
David Sedbrook  

Lianna Serko*  
Carrie Lee Sherer*  
Rico Trayvon Smith  
Kristi Michelle Stolzenberg  
Jordan Samuelle Sugar-Carlsgaard  
Javier Tun Caamal  
Christopher Ulmer  
Kristina Unger  
Yelzhant Usibali  
Adziwa C. Vokhiwa  

Michael Richard Walter  
John Lyle Walters, Jr.*  
Morgan E. Weir  
Michel’Le Wheatley  
Ashley Nicole Williams  
Emanuel Deon Williams  
Rachele S. Willis*  
Van R. Wilson, Sr.  
Ivana Lucia Wolfe  

Nicole Christine Glenn*  
Nadia C. Gomez  
Phyllis Christina Hitner  
Christian Aric Larsen  
Elizabeth Paige Laska*  
Elizabeth McElroy*  
Melanie Elise Michel*  
Jenna Pearl Miley  
Misty Deann Miller  
Hannah Elizabeth Mokijewski  
Kiya A.R. Myers  
Emily Elizabeth Neff  
Nicole Sheree Palmer*  
Sara Senia Patton  

GRADUATES

MASTER’S DEGREE | PUBLIC LEADERSHIP

Karen Bonnie Bartoletti

MASTER’S DEGREE | PUBLISHING

Sabera Akhter  
Janessa Alvarez*  
Devery Scott Anderson  
Mary Beatrice Banks*  
Heidi Elizabeth Boe  
April Bryant  
Chanel Caraballo  
Jennifer Elaine Cassou  
Kelly Anne Church  
Nancy Cecilia Cleary  
Kristen Lynn Coates  
Jennette Dove Cross  
Allison Margaret Daugherty  
Michaela Frances Dehghanpoor  
Amy Susanne Delcambre*  
Kaitelyn Elizabeth Bauer Dieguez  

Vallen Chasley Driggers*  
Cassidy Lane Dwelis*  
David William Elswick  
Breckyn Dawn Ely  
Johnetta Barmacida Flomo  
Komal Ganjoo*  
Eleanor Rae Gardner  
Lauren Michelle Gattos  
Gabrielle Malena Gibert  

Marcus Oliver Classey  
Kelly Lynn Cook  
Robert Da Costa  
Kristen De Tineo  
Christopher Deary  
Jared Degnan  
Travis Denny  
Chanel Diane Dickerson  
Robert F. Dombrowski  
Frank Falzalore  
Austin McQueen Fitchett  

James Paul Anderson  
Alan Tristen Ardelean  
Scott John Askew  
Sarkis Jean Babeu  
Steven Eric Baker  
Mike Bennett  
Nicolas Ian Blackburn  
Jessica Zoe Bloom  
Edgar Enrique Bravo, Jr.*  
Michael Joseph Brodka  
Joseph Castellano  

Leslie Denise Peters  
Lindsay Wharton Peters  
Michelle Lynn Piehl  
Katherine Jane Roddy*  
Norman Rusin  
Sara Lynn Schultz*  
Andrea R. Scibetta  
Josephine E. Sciorinto*  
Alisha Nicole Scott*  
Melissa Ann Simon*  
Renee Eileen Simpson  
Jonathan David Sims*  
Sydney Nichole Skipworth*  
Shaylee Jo Smith  

Michael Adam Stancil  
Jessica Marie Starr  
Morgan Rebecca Stout*  
Maria Isabel Swann  
Keri Ann Travis*  
Kady Marie Turner  
Tara Ann Useller*  
Jessica Walker*  
Samantha King Wallace  
Emily Davis Williams  
Taylor Renee Wise  
Caron Wong*  
Lauren Nicole Younker*  

Elizabeth S. Flatterich  
Nancy Cassisy Frederick  
Nicholas Gaitetto  
Larry Andrew Gilchrist, Jr.  
Andres Raul Giraldo  
Brandee Jean Gound  
Brian Haggerty  
Brian Arthur Harris
The celebration program is meant to be a guide to the ceremony. Although every effort has been made to ensure its accuracy, the program is not an official record of an individual's degree status. The Office of the Registrar of the university maintains the official list of all graduates.

**Degree Conferred Posthumously**
From the Office of the Dean

We offer a hearty congratulations to the graduates of 2018-2019. We recognize the challenges you faced balancing personal and professional responsibilities as you completed your rigorous academic program at the George Washington University. We share the pride you, your family, friends, and colleagues justly feel on this special occasion. Congratulations and welcome to the GW community of graduates.

Christopher J. Deering  
Interim Dean

Adele Ashkar  
K. Cyrus Homayounpour  
Jack Prostko  
Associate Deans

Lara M. Brown  
Associate Professor and Director, GSPM

The College of Professional Studies would like to acknowledge the service and dedication of the officers of its student associations:

Graduate School of Political Management Student Association
Osazode Imoisili, President
Katherine Brandt, Vice President
Margaret Helmus, Alumni Relations Director
Shelby Shaw, Communications Director
Joe McGee, Financial Director

Sustainable Urban Planning Student Organization
Jack Akinlosotu, President
Becca Garman, Vice President
About the College of Professional Studies

The academic programs of the College of Professional Studies (CPS) are designed with the requirements of adult learners and working professionals in mind. CPS offers undergraduate and graduate programs that address the competency requirements of adults working in emerging and rapidly changing professions. The college’s innovative programs are typically co-developed through collaboration among university content specialists and outside partners: government agencies, professional associations, consulting organizations, and business and industry leaders.

About the Graduate School of Political Management

GW’s Graduate School of Political Management (GSPM) is the first and foremost school dedicated to the study of applied politics, offering graduate programs in political management, legislative affairs, strategic public relations, and global advocacy, as well as international programs in Latin America. The school seeks to educate students and professionals in the tools, principles, and values of participatory democracy, preparing them for careers as ethical and effective advocates and leaders at the international, national, and local levels. The GSPM has a global network of more than 3,000 alumni, who are leaders and change-makers in politics, government, communications, and public affairs. The school connects its students with this impressive network to help them advance and succeed in their careers.
Hail alma mater, to thy spirit guiding, Knowledge thy closest friend in its strength abiding, Pledge we fidelity ne'er its place resigning, Hail thee George Washington.